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' I . The analytical expression of the non--self-maintained current-voltage characteristic is obtained. The ion current flowing into cathode sheath from plasma is impotant factor in the considered model, This ion current was not taken into consideration in the classical Thomson's paper /I/, when the analogous problem was solved In paper /2/ the ion current fpom plasma was taken into consideration for construction of probe theory in non-self-maintained discharge, but the rate of ionization in the cathode sheath was not taken into account.
Let us consider the plane system of electrodes. We'll solve equations for plasma and cathode sheath separately and then make join of solutions on the plasma--sheath boundary.
2, The equations for plasma region are given by:
Here Q_ is the rate of ionization created by extgrnal source, d, is the effective recombination coefficient. Index k depends on the type of the recombination. We'll consider the cases when k-2 and 1 . Take the origin ,of coordinates at the plasma-sheath boundary and introduce nondimensional concentration B and nondimensional length y: N = LiL .
x . a, '
Here is ambipolar diffusion-coeff icient, Zd is the recombination length, is unperturbed plasma concentration.F~om (1) and ( 2 ) , taking into account (5), we get:
far from boundary. Integrating (7), we can obtain the potential drop on the plasma.
(gal
Here L is the anode-cathode distance, xo is the cathode sheath thickness, No is the concentration on the plasma-sheath b o m d~y .
3. If the heat energy of electrons is far less than the cathode drop, then electrons will be found in the sheath in the strong repulsive field and ni>> ne on the whole sheath except narrow region near plasma-sheath boundary. Therefore we can neglect n, in comparison with ni The solutions must be joined at the plasma-sheath boundary. So, joining derivative of the field, we obtain algebraic equation for ion concentration at the boundary (ma):
Substituting the value No, found from (13), in (6) and (7) k e obtain values of ion current jo and electric field Eo on. the plasma-sheath boundary, These values jo and Eo will be boundary conditions for equations (10)- (12).
Introducing nondimensional field z=Eh0, nondimensional coordinate t=l+eqx/ and nondimensional 10 -2 parameter ~~= % t $ e~~d jo , we integrate Now we can find the cathode c G p V :
) . / O ~ubgtitutin~ (14) in (16) we obtain equation of the current-voltage characteristic of the cathode sheath.
The behaviour of the expression (17) depends greatly upon the value 8 . By means of (6) and (7) it can be obtained that:
The value of parameter S is less or about 1 in electropositive gases at the pressures up to several atmospheres.Under this condition it can be neglected logarith&Lc term in' expression (17). In electronegative gases, beaause of strong attachment of electrons, the parameter 6 can become mueh lmger than I , In this case it cann9t be neglcsoted logarithmic From (17) and (14) (15) and (16) 
